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ON THE MOTION OF INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS 

by D. G. EBIN and 1. E. MARSDEN 

We are concerned with the initial value problem for an incompressible inviscid 
nuid. Specifically, given a bounded domain M in R 3 (or any 'compact Riemannian 
manifold which may have boundary) and a smooth vector field Vo tangent to 
bdy(M), we seek a time dependent vector field V(/) satisfying: 

iW(/) ar- + Vy(,)V(t) :0:: - grad p Vet) tangent to bdyM 

(E) 
div (V) = 0 V(O) = Vo 

Where V is the afline connection in M so in R3 V yV = L: VI ~ div mcans ( 
3 av? 

J~I oX 
diverr.ence, and grad p is the .gradient of a time dependrnl function on M, which 
is detennined implicitly. 

We have shown [2] that given Vo, there exists a unique V satisfying (/::), defined 
on a time interval depending on Vo. In this report we will discuss the methods 
of [2]. 

Our approach to the problem is p .. llerned after the work of Arnold, [I J ; that 
is, we translate the problem into a Hamiltonian system on a certain lIon·lillrar 
infinite dimensional space. We show that this space has a natural Riemannian 
structure and we solve the problem by finding geodesics on this space. 

We first present a typical situation from mechanics: Let X bc differential mani
fold with Riemannian structure ( , ) ; let TX be its tangent hundle and T" X 
the cotangent bundlc. ( , ) defines an isomorphism betwet!1I TX and T* X. and 
T· X has a natural syrnpectic two form 0 (cf. [3 I, p. 86). By m('ans of the iso· 
morphism, we can consider n as a sympectic form on TX. We definr Kinetic 
energy K : TX -0- R by K(V) = ~2 (V. V). Then there exists a unique yectl'T lil'ld 
Z on TX which satisfies the equation : O(Z, y) = - Y(Kl. for r any vector 
field on TX. The integral curves of Z project to geodesics on X. and also Ihey 
are the curves of moticn of the Hamiltonian system with energy K. 

We proceed to find X for the problem of fluid motioll. We :ts.~ullle that the 
manifold M is filled with fluid and h't 'P, : M -+ M be the map wlli':!l takes rach 
particle of fluid from ils position p at time zero to its position ..",,(p) al time t. 
Since the fluid is iJ1l"omprcssible 'P, w ill preserve the \'olume ckmcllt of M. (For 
a domain in I~l. Ihis means thaI the Jacohi:m of 'P, is ('Yerywhclt! I). FIOIll Ihis 
and the assumption that 'Pr is onlo, it follows th:11 'P, I11US( be a \'ollllll .. ··p .. l·"l·tvJllI~ 
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diffeomorphism of M. Thus, we let X equal !O" the set of aU volume preserving 
diffeomorphisms of M (p being the volume element), and our next task is to endow 
.£0 .. with a differentiable structure. For simplicily, we shaU assume that M has no 
boUndary. 

First consider ro, the set of smooth diffeomorphisms of M, with the C· topo
logy. This space is locally like C-(n, the Frechet space of smooth vector fields 
on M. Since one cannot in general solve ordinary differential equations on Frechet 
spaces, we enlarge CD so that it is locally a Hilbert space. 

Specifically, we let CD' be the set of bijective maps f1 : M .... M such that f1 
and 11-' are both of class HS

• That is, when written in local coordinates, 71f'and '1- 1), 

together with all partial derivatives up to order s, are square integrable. For 
S > 11/2 + I, (n = dim M) the smoothness of 11 does not depend on the choice 
of coordinates; furthennore, at, wiih the H' topology, is a topological group 
which is continuously included in the group of Cl-diffeomorphisms. 

Now we construct a differentiable structure for at. Let H'(T.,,) be the space 
H' vector fields over 'I ; i.e. 

H'(TfI ) = {V : M .... TMI V E W and 11oV::::17} 

(11 : TM .... M is the bundle projection). It is a Hilbert space with the H' tppology. 
l.et e : TM .... Itt be the exponential map of M coming from its Riemannian 
Structure. Then ne : 1l'(T,.) -> <J.)!, defined by fie (V) = eo V hali domain a neigh
borhood of the origin of H'(TfI ) and is a homl'omorphism from sonte neighborhood 
of 0 in I/'(T'I) to a neighborhood of 71. 

For each 11, nc : I/~(T'I) -+CD' provides a chart about f'/ and using the fact 
that e : TM .... M is C , olle can show that the transitions between charts are 
smooth. TI,us ro' is a C"-manifold and for each 11, the tangent space to (j)$ at 
'1 (denoted T'I at) is identified with HS(T'I)' . 

Using the manifold structure of @' we will derive a manifold structure for 
a>'1J = {11 E (jf If'/*(P) = Il}, where /.l is the volume clement of M and Il*(P) ili 
the usual pull-back of an n-form /.l by '1. 

Let H S-
' 

(All) be the space of /1$-1 If-forms of /If and let 

A = I wE JJ,-I (All)!;:, w::; fM Ill. 
A is clearly a closed linear subspace of H'-I(AII

) of co-dimension 1. 

Let l}I : CD' -+ A by \{I(I1) = 1'" (p.). 'it is a smooth map and is a surjection 
i.e., the tangent map TfJW : TfJJ:J' ... T"'(fJ)A is onto. From the implicit function 
theorem it follows that q..-' (/l) = (j) ~ a submanifold of (j)!. It is also a suhgroup. 
Furthermore, at the identity id E 'ii, one computes that Tid'it : 1iJ (jj -I> 7~A 
salisfies T /d'it(V) = Ly(p.) where "c' means lie derivative. Therefore, 

TIdCD~ = {VEW(T)ILy(lJ) = a}, 

the set of diyergcnc~ free vector fil'lds. Also, 

1'fJcD~ = {V E W(TIl)1 div (V 0 tl-') ::: O}. 

~ ..... *- .. -
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Our next step is to define a Riemannian structure on alp., On T"al = 1l6 (T,,). 

we defme (V, W) = 1M ( V, W) p. where ( • ) is lhe Riemannian metric of M, 

'Ibis gives a weak Riemannian metric on (fl. TIlat is ( , ) has all the usual properties 
except that on each tangent space T" If. ( , ) does not induce the Jr-topology. 
However, ( • ) is invariant under right multiplication by elc:ments of CD ~. OJ; 
inherits a weak Riemannian structure because it is a submanifold of 0:1. Also the 
right invariance of ( , ) means that CD~ is actually a weak Riemannian homo~ 
geneous space . 

Our final task is to find the geodesics on CD~ To do this we Jook for geodesics 
ofCD 6 and these can be found virtually by inspection. Indeed to find a geodesic 
71(t) from 710 to 711 in CO' we want to minimize the energy 

[ t 11 (r/(t) , '/(/» dt I 1'. 
M 0 

and here the integral in braces is, for each p EM, the energy of the path t ..., 'l{t) (P). 
If each such path is a geodesic, the integral will be minimal at each point of M 
and hence the total energy will be minimal. Thus, the geodesics of (1)6 are those 
curves f}(t) in ::D' which have the property that for each p EM, t -+ 71(t) (P) 
is a geodesic in M, 

Of course, the geodesics on CO' are related to an affine connection on 0;)' which 
we will call ·V. and also to a Hamiltonian vector field Z on T CD'. Furthermore, 
since CO; is a Riemannian submanifold of ro', it inherits a connection V == Po V 
where at each tangent space T" <at), P is the orthogonal projcclillJl 

P: Tfl 00' -. T"CD; . 

Similarly TCDt I' gets a Hamiltonian vector field Z = TP(Z'>, 
Since our Riemannian structure is weak, it is not clear that P is a smooth 

map. However, at id E f1f, P : T 14 CD I -. T 14 CD ~ is simply the projection onto 
the flfSt summand of the well-known decomposition : 

H 6(n = div-I(O} e grad:Ji ,+1 

where the fllSt summand is the set of di.·ergence free JlI vector fields and the 
second is the set of gradients of [{stl functions on M. nlis direct sum is topo
logical and P is in fact smooth. 

Thus 1.>; has a smooth Hamiltonian vector field which can of course, be 
integrated to give the required geodesics . 

. d 
If 7){t) is such a geodesic and W(t) :: dl <'1(1» E T mr) s,.. then V(I) ;; W(/) 01](1)-1 

is a time dependent vector field which satisfies our original syslem (E). 

Given Vo a vector field on /It, Vo E Tid (1)~ and there I:xists a unique geodesic 
'l(/) starting at id in direction Vo' 8)' the above each 71(1) corresponds to a so· 
lution of (E). 
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